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Marie Dickey Traci’s partner in the Youngers

 Marie Dickey, our new Youngers teacher, loves to teach 
young children to read and watch them at play.  
 Marie was raised in Orange County, and wanted to be a teach-
er since age seven.  She moved back to California a year ago and 
lives in Westwood with her Art Director husband Ryan, and 14 
month old son Luke, who hopefully will attend PS#1 one day.  
 Marie loves to spend her time reading, going on walks both 
alone and with her family, and spending days at the beach.  
She hopes to find time again to do tap dancing and yoga. 
 Marie first learned of PS#1 through former middles teacher 
Elizabeth Baer Seiffer, with whom she taught at a progressive 
school in Illinois. On her first visit to PS#1, she saw happy chil-
dren and happy teachers and loved the feeling of PS#1. 
She is really excited to be working at such a special place and 
anyone who has met Marie knows how lucky we are to have her!

Last Issue’s Mystery Photo: 
Kathleen Harris here.  Al-
though I can’t identify the 
child in the middle, the boy 
on the right is my son, Joey 
Arnstein.  That’s Christie 
Chun on the left.  They were 
classmates at PS#1 from 1990 
to 1997.  They were singing, 
New York, New York, inspired 
by teacher Kim Pagani—which 
explains the top hats and 
canes.  I always love to see 
the Periscope, especially since 
I was the very first editor of 
the newsletter.  My how it 
has grown since those days!  
Editors Note: The middle child 
is Rachel Bystritsky and they 
were performing for PS#1’s 
20th anniversary party in 
June, 1991.
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Letters

Head’s Column

Dear Joel,
 As our time as “current PS#l” parents draws to an end, I’m 
reflecting on this amazing journey that our family has taken 
with you, the teachers, staff and other families.
 I have never forgotten how as a new PS#l parent I spoke 
with you early in David’s first year and realized how well you 
had gotten to know him, and he wasn’t in trouble! It was at that 
point that I knew in my heart that this was the right place for 
our family. We have experienced many changes in the school, 
both the physical infrastructure and new approaches to learn-
ing. However, the foundational philosophy has not changed, 
and I am so pleased by that clear vision. I may not have always 
agreed with you, but I learned very early that your focus is 
always on the children. Through watching my children and par-
ticipating in the school, I came to trust you with this important 
phase of their lives.
 For me this has been a most amazing journey. My experi-
ences with the PS#l community have so enriched my life and 
helped me to be a better parent to David and Emily.
 As I mentioned our time as “current PS#l” parents is near 
an end, however, I realize that we will always be PS#l Parents, 
and I know that David and Emily are forever PS#l kids!

Thank you.

With much love and admiration,
Samuel Gasster

 Within six days last month, I presented and served on a 
panel about progressive education and attended two national 
education conferences, one featuring the Dalai Lama.  What 
did the three events have in common?  They were all about 
values and how we translate values into action in an educa-
tional setting.
 At the panel discussion, I asked the teachers in attendance 
to think about their values rather than what they were being 
asked to teach.  Among the questions I asked were:
> What do you value most?             
> Why are you an educator?       
> Why do you do what you do?       
> What is the single most important quality that you bring to  
 your work?       
> What do you want your legacy to be?  How do you want to 
 be remembered?
 I encouraged them to think about the Big Picture rather 
than the Small – focusing not on filling a day but laying the 
groundwork for a fulfilling life.  This led to a dynamic discus-
sion about education, and the passion and energy in the room 
shifted completely.
 The Mind and Life Institute conference with the Dalai Lama 
focused its attention on two basic questions: “How can our 
educational system evolve to meet the challenges of the 21st 
century?” and “How will we educate people to be compassion-
ate, competent, ethical, and engaged citizens in an increasingly 
complex and interconnected world?”  The conference reiterated 
what we already know - learning starts with values.
 At PS#1, we don’t start out thinking about what to put in 
the science lab to generate ‘oohs and ahs’ but rather what 
relationships we want our students to have with the natural 
world.  We think less about what subjects to cover in social 
studies (the word education comes from the Latin word educaré 
which means ‘to uncover’) than about what values we see as 

important to cultivate in the life of a child.  (You can see and 
hear about this in my State of the School speech that you can 
find on the Portal of our website.)  We think not merely about 
how well a student is doing in every subject but what we value 
most about each and every one of them as a person.  We think 
about all of the events and traditions in our students’ program 
in terms of how they contribute to what values and principles 
we cherish most in helping them become mindful, engaged 21st 
Century citizens.
 I know teaching needs to be relevant in order to help provide 
direction for our young people. A dynamic curriculum starts 
with what we value rather than focusing merely on what we do. 
It’s not teaching by prescription but teaching through passion. 
Good teachers challenge themselves, extend themselves, think 
about individual children, and seek collegial interaction and a 
vibrant exchange of ideas.  They see themselves truly as life-
long learners always open to change, making learning relevant, 
seeing parents as partners, going beyond testing, fostering 
global awareness and appreciation of differences, helping devel-
op a strong sense of self in their students and then encouraging 
them to reach out to others. 
 At PS#1 we make sure that the students whose lives we 
touch will continue to be inspired, self-motivated learners. 
A current PS#1 parent wrote me this week after seeing and 
listening to a panel of twenty-seven 9th through 12th grade 
PS#1 graduates at our annual “Life After PS#1” Parent Educa-
tion evening, “It was really wonderful to see a group of kids 
who are so poised, articulate, confident, who have such a 
passion for learning, and who seem to have thrived in diverse 
learning environments after leaving PS#1. Congratulations on 
graduating such a great student body!” We are indeed helping 
to answer the questions posed by the Dalai Lama.  I welcome 
your feedback.
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 Joel has received many letters from grateful parents over the 
years and since we had no letters to the editor for this issue, 
Sam was gracious enough to allow us to share his letter to Joel. At PS#1, we start with what we value rather than with what we do.

Admissions opportunities at 
grade levels K through 5 for 
2010–11 school year.  Now 
is the time to tour and apply. 
Go to www.psone.org and 
click on, "Schedule a Tour."
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	 Make	New	Friends	Day	was	a	wonderful	event	this	year,	as	
always.	It	is	such	a	treat	for	the	youngers	to	have	the	whole	
campus	to	themselves	before	the	first	day	of	school.	They	
enjoyed	having	their	photo	taken	and	making	picture	frames	to	
document	the	day.	Then	all	the	children	and	their	parents	joined	
their	teachers	for	some	introductions,	a	story	and	a	little	bit	of	
info	about	what	to	expect	the	first	day	of	school.	The	youngers	
were	all	well	prepared	this	year	to	start	school	plus	they	got	to	
Make	New	Friends!	

	 The	campus	is	filled	with	song	these	days	as	our	new	PS#1	
Chorus	practices	for	their	many	upcoming	events.	Kirstina	
brings	her	unique	blend	of	old	and	new,	uplifting	and	toe	tapping	
music	to	our	enthusiastic	group	of	singers.	Everyone	is	looking	
forward	to	their	first	performance.

	 On	September	14,	2009	a	group	of	PS#1	students	and	par-
ents	held	the	first	annual	Lemonade	Stand	fundraiser	party,	
which	was	one	of	the	parties	offered	in	the	party	book	as	part	
of	the	school	auction	event.	The	children	made	a	sign,	sqeezed	
fresh	lemonade,	baked	homemade	cookies	and	built	a	lemonade	
stand	from	scratch.	They	had	callers,	runners,	sellers,	servers	
and	money-takers	and	tallyers.	The	team	did	a	fantastic	job	
working	together	and	raised	$174.13	for	the	school	(that’s	a	
lot	of	lemonade	and	cookies!).	They	voted	to	buy	books	for	the	
school	with	the	money	they	raised.

Make New Friends Day PS#1 Chorus

	 The	First	Annual	Grad/Alumni	Dance	drew	over	forty	stu-
dents	from	our	upcoming	grads	and	last	two	graduating	classes.	
It	was	a	riotous,	joyous	affair!	The	first	forty	minutes	they	kept	
swirling	around	the	playground	outside	of	the	MPR—connecting	
with	each	other—talking	and	laughing.	Then	as	the	DJ	began	
to	play	music,	they	moved	in	groups	in	and	out	of	the	dancing	
space	until	everyone	began	to	join	in	with	the	games	and	the	
music.	The	grads	kept	thanking	us	for	making	it	happen—so	
many	of	them	said—“I	think	about	coming	back	to	PS#1	all	the	
time	and	this	is	such	a	fun	way	to	be	here.”	

Grad/Alumni Dance Lemonade Stand

Traditions… New and Old

Circle Time

 Circle Time at PS#1 is a showcase of 
the three Cs—competence, confidence and 
connection.  Competent performers from 
our student body or from the professional 
arts community confidently and proudly 
share their knowledge, cultures and crafts, 
making connections and long lasting 
memories with the audience.
 Each Friday morning, the school com-
munity assembles as a collective body in 
our MPR or under the oak tree to welcome 
the scheduled performers with respect and 
enthusiasm.  Master of ceremonies Chris-
tina provides the introduction and “away 
we go.”  Already in 2009-10, students 
have been entertained by and educated 
through presentations by renowned musi-
cians and acrobats, our own teachers, and 
the forever favorites, the class produc-
tions.  In these early months of the school 
year, the Olders performed original skits 
and poetry on the theme of community, 
and the Youngers class of TM reminded us 
of our role as stewards of the environment.



Youngers
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Bridge

Curriculum Connections

Science makes “sense” in the Youngers Cluster.  Students in Traci 
and Marie’s class are exploring the five senses through discovery 
activities and their own research.  They used their sense of smell 
to identify mystery spices, they used their sight to observe objects 
with a magnifying glass, and they used their sense of hearing to 
guess mystery objects, like rice in sealed containers.   The children 
recently made posters for the PS#1 community reminding people 
to reduce, reuse, and recycle, and conducted their first no-waste 
lunch as a class.

On the first day of school in Louise and Hala’s class, the students 
were presented with three huge sunflowers and plenty of time to 
examine them.  They measured, dissected, sketched, and collected 
seeds and shared observations. On day two, the class visited the 
sunflowers growing on Broadway and planted some seeds. Related 
experiments involved depriving plants of basic needs such as water, 
air, soil and light to see which ones would die first and which would 
survive. They have cleared the soil for their garden plot, where they 
plan on growing vegetables.

This year the science curriculum rotation 
throughout the clusters emphasizes the 
Life Sciences. (On alternating years, the 
students engage in the study of Physical 
Science).  Here are snippets of the exciting 
units of study underway:

What a Life! (Science)
Jennine and Bonnie’s class began its exploration of living things 
by observing and documenting the living things in the immediate 
environment. The class went on a “nature walk” to carefully note 
the different types of plant life that were in our school environ-
ment.   Using their “scientists’ eyes” and magnifying glasses as 
tools, students drew small “close-ups” of various plant parts.

Abbie and Billy’s class began the year learning about the five king-
doms in nature, different life forms, adaptation, and how animals 
have structures that serve different functions in growth, survival, 
and reproduction.  The two field study excursions, visiting the Mali-
bu Creek Lagoon science program and the hatchery at the Cabrillo 
Marine Museum, gave our students real life, hands-on opportunities 
to learn more about the concepts that we were studying in class.



Middles Olders
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Curriculum Connections

The perfect balance of strength, lightness, and durability, Gustave 
Eiffel’s famous 1000 foot tall tower in Paris was designed after the 
human thigh bone. It is with fascinating facts such as this that John 
and Chris’s class have embarked upon a study of the engineering 
and artistic masterpiece that is the human body. Thus far they have 
created detailed drawings of our muscles and bones in our person-
al textbooks and studied Jack, the life size skeletal model, as they 
take a close look at themselves. 

Did you know that the human skeleton is completely replaced 
every ten years?  Even when you are eighty, your skeleton will be 
at most ten years old. The human body is a wonderful machine and 
the focus of our life science study this year. Students in Brad and 
HollySproule’s class have drawn, danced and discussed their way 
through their learning. Combining their engineering skills with their 
knowledge of the body, they created a mechanical hand capable of 
retrieving objects from a tabletop. As they set their learning goals 
for the year, they examined their own thinking and how best they 
learn. Next stop, the brain. This fall the Middles Cluster consisting of Holly Swope and 

Karissa’s class and LiAnne, Lucia and Alia’s class hit the road 
to take a closer look at biomes through a variety of local hikes. 
They found biodiversity represented in our immediate area: 
grasslands, chaparral, oak forest and riparian communities. They 
collected soil samples from each community and then back in the 
classroom they studied the intricacies of a habitat from producer 
to consumer to decomposer. With this groundwork, they then built 
their own habitats by placing rocks, humus and grass seed to grow 
in plexiglass canisters. Next step is the addition of crickets, anoles, 
and earthworms to create their own complete energy cycle.



Alumni Corner

The PS#1 Alumni Association
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Heston Liebowitz (1991-96)
 Heston is an award winning user inter-
face designer, software engineer and en-
trepreneur. He earned his BS from the Haas 
School of Business at UC Berkeley in 2007. 
Concurrently, he also completed the School 
of Engineering’s breakthrough entrep-
reurship and management of technology 
program. During his last year at Cal, Heston 
founded FotoFlexer, a dot com startup, 
along with several graduate students and 
a professor. FotoFlexer is today the world’s 
most advanced and popular web-based 
image editing package. It is the de-facto 
built-in photo editor for such top sites as 
MySpace, Photobucket and eHarmony.  
 In 2008 Heston joined Cuil, a search 
engine startup founded by top executives 
and engineers from Google, IBM and eBay. 
He currently leads the company’s user 
interface team, and oversees all UI design 
and development.  
 Heston is pleased to utilize his technical 
chops closer to home, as well. He designed, 
created and continues to develop PS#1’s 
website and portal. He is grateful for the 
encouragement and opportunities he 
received there, and credits much of his 
current success to his PS#1 experience.

Adrian Chandler (1990-97)
 Adrian is a Senior at Loyola Marymount 
majoring in English Literature.

Killian Clarke (1992-96) 
 Killian is graduating from Harvard this 
year after completing a BA degree in Social 
Studies and Near Eastern Languages and 
Civilizations. He will be working in New 
York at a small consulting firm specializing 
in international relations and political risk. 
In addition he will begin a part-time MA 
degree program at NYU in Near Eastern 
Studies. Killian stopped by PS#1 in May 
with his mom, Elizabeth Thompson, who 
has moved to Springfield, Massachusetts. 
About that visit he said: “It was so good to 
see you on Tuesday and to get to check out 
all the changes that you guys have made to 
the school. It is really almost unrecogniz-
able!”

Caitlin Clarke (1993-96) 
 Caitlin is at Barnard College, but cur-
rently doing a semester abroad in Senegal.

We try to include as many Alumni updates as space 
allows. If you were not included in this column, and you 
sent us an update, please look for your feature in an 
upcoming issue. We love hearing your news!
 Check out the website this spring . We are creating 
a portal where all the alumni updates will be available.

Alumni Perspective
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Corinne Cliford (1974-78)
While in town visiting family, Corinne Cliford 
(nee Coco Weinraub) and her seven-year-old 
daughter, Lily Eve, spent a November after-
noon with us touring the school and looking 
at photos from the mid 70’s. She wanted 
to know what’s become of her first love, 
Michael Stewart, and Jenny Astman, Jill Gal-
perin, and her friend and neighbor, Ann Cox. 
Corinne and Lily are living in Aspen, where 
Lily’s second grade teacher is Jamie Patane, 
(who sends love to all her former students 
and fellow PS#1 teachers.) Corinne is an en-
trepreneur, a self- employed consultant for 
start up businesses. She works part time so 
she can volunteer at her daughter’s school, 
and so they can travel and experience life 
together.

Molly Wertheimer (1995–02) and Nick 
Cron DeVico (1996–02) are both spending 
their NYU Semester Abroad in Cuba.  It’s 
a very competitive program.  They submit 
two essays on what they intend to study 
and research in Cuba, a personal essay on 
why they want to study in Cuba and they 
go through an interview process.  We look 
forward to hearing more about their adven-
tures and seeing pictures as well.

Zack Arnstein, Cecilia 
Alonzo, Joey Arnstein, 
Kathleen Harris, and 
Larry Arnstein.

Periscope circa 1989

Jonathan Rodgers, the 
godfather of technology 
at PS#1, and his wife 
Diana celebrated the 
addition of baby Noa to 
their family on August 
12, 2009.

Corinne Cliford with 
daughter Lily Eve and 
Joel and Ellie.

Heston Liebowitz Whitney Moss and family

We were thrilled to have 26 of our alumns 
on campus, Tuesday, October 27th to 
participate in our Life After PS#1 panel. 
It was great to catch up with them and as 
usual their clear articulate passions were 
so evident. This year we had the largest 
panel to date representing the widest 
range of schools and scenarios.  It makes 
a big difference for current parents to 
see such poised, funny, honest, sincere, 
capable, easygoing, comfortable, relaxed, 
and deep thinking teenagers who are 
products of a PS#1 education. 

Archer
Elle Brosh (1998-05) 
Zoe Mooser (2003-06)

Brentwood 
Gabbie Reade (2003-07) 
Sam Mindel (1998-05) 
Ben Gaynor (1999-06)

Crossroads
Morgan Pantuck (2003-07) 
Ariel Fenster (2000-07) 
Lili Cohen (1998-05) 
Alex Hartung (1998-04) 
Robin Dinkin (2000-07)

Culver City High 
Todatiyah Forbes (2004-07)

Harvard-Westlake 
Lauren Hansson (1998-05) 
Wade Clement (1999-06) 
Leslie Dinkin (2000-07)

LACHSMA  
Celeste Marvin-Strong (2000-07)

Malibu High 
Jack Robbins (1998-04)

Marlborough 
Colette Fletcher-Hoppe (1998-05) 
Zoe Thomas (1997-04)

Wildwood 
Maddie Stedman (2002-07) 
Ally Cron-Devico (1999-06)

Windward 
Jocelyn Hansson (2000-07) 
Gabe Schuman (1999-06) 
Jon Allen (1998-04) 
Gina Segall (1999-06)
Emma Laurent (2000-07)

Westmark 
Madison Moss (2003-07)

The Birth of The Periscope
by Kathleen Harris, 
Alumni Parent/First Periscope Editor

 It has been over 20 years since I worked on the first issue of The Periscope. In 
1988, a newly launched Parents Guild wanted a newsletter for the entire school com-
munity that provided news beyond the children’s classrooms.  The first few issues 
consisted of 2-3 photocopied pages, sent out in the Weekly Folders. The pages were 
filled with kids’ drawings and their poetry.  Parents wrote the articles, except for the 
column reserved for Joel. 
 The request for background on early Periscopes led me to search out some old 
copies.  The earliest I could find was dated Fall, 1989, identified as Volume 2, Number 
1.   Randy Hopkins Glickman had done the computer work (while I rocked her newborn, 
Dimitri).  Maria Starr and Christine Jacob had helped with paste up, and contributing 
writers were Joan Andersson, Cathy Kaye, Carolie Parker Lopez.  
 Lynne McQuaker Kavner and Barbara Silbert joined me the following year. There 
was an article about the first Teacher Appreciation Day that took place on January 
20, 1990 and the first all school Vision Conference that occurred later that month.  
We reported other events that occurred during that year such as the first Grandpar-
ents Tea on Valentine’s Day, 1990, the purchase of The Chowder Call Restaurant that 
would become the Multi-Purpose Room, community service events, and a “bulletin 
board” where parents could post items of interest.  
 In a few years, Barbara Silbert took over as Editor, and began to include photos. 
Eventually the editor’s job landed in the capable hands of Barbara Vyden, Develop-
ment Director.   Today’s Periscope is a much more polished and professional publica-
tion but it certainly was fun to do it as we did, and even greater to see that what we 

felt to be important then is still being valued at 
PS#1 today.
 And where are Kathleen and Larry’s boys 
today? Joey Arnstein (1991–97) graduated from 
Pitzer College in 2007 and is living, working, and 
making music in Portland, Oregon. 
 And, Zach Arnstein (1985–92) reports: 
"Well, I am living in the long and narrow country of 
Chile—Santiago to be specific. I have a band made 
up of 4 Chilean guys and me and we sing sort of 
pop romantic music I play guitar and sing back-up. 
My band’s name is Cine Marte (www.cinemarte.cl)  
and it has two songs on Chilean radio at the mo-
ment.  I’ve been with my Chilean girlfriend Cecilia 
for 3 years now. I also teach English. I guess I 
should also mention that I write calendars and 
books with my Father.

Life After PS#1


